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Jan 15: Climate Change and the Global Order
Jan 22: India and Pakistan rivalry and effects of
Kashmir situation
Jan 29: Red Sea Security
Feb 5: Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking
Feb 12: U.S. Relations with the Northern Triangle of
Central America in combatting illegal immigration
Feb 19: China’s Road into Latin America
Mar 4: The Philippines pivot to China and the U.S.
Mar 11: Artificial Intelligence and Data
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America’s 8 great foreign
policy challenges

◼

What is Great Decisions?
◼
◼

◼

◼

Public discussion program of 100-year old Foreign Policy Assoc.
Focuses on 8 of top foreign policy challenges facing Americans
Non-partisan – thousands participating across the country

Tips for Class
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Participate: ask questions, share your expertize, suggest
references, challenge my interpretations, etc.
All are contentious issues - Keep open mind and low voice!
www.greatdecisions.org and Foreign Affairs have background
Wikipedia - often best first reference
What people think - PEW Global Attitudes, pewglobal.org
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What is Foreign Policy?
◼

◼

What? How to interact on official basis with
other countries and, to a lesser extent, non-state actors
Why? Purpose is to
◼
◼

◼

◼

Maximize national benefits of international cooperation
Protect national interests, security, and prosperity

Who? Not just what diplomats say, & soldiers do (hard power):
it’s also about the impression a country projects (soft power)
How? Two contending foreign policy views
Item

Idealism/Liberalism

Realism

Int’l system

Positive & important

Undependable, limited

Goal

Broad

National security, survival

Power

Soft: Persuasion & example

Hard: Military

Why Great Decisions? “No foreign policy - no matter how ingenious - has

any chance of success if it is born in the minds of a few and carried in the
hearts of none.” Henry Kissinger
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Despite rising nationalism, 69% in U.S still want
active role in world affairs
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But big partisan gap nature of Role
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What world are we in?
◼

What world are we in?
◼
◼
◼

◼

Continuing liberal international order led by U.S.
Great power rivalry and political warfare
Rising nationalism – withdrawing from agreements,
migration, trade and nuclear deals?

What should be U.S. Grand Strategy after Cold
War containment?
◼
◼
◼

Primacy?
Restraint or neo-isolationism?
Selective engagement or offshore balancing?

Source: “American foreign policy in 2019: a framework for analysis” by Robert Haffa,
Jr., Great Decisions 2019
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Democracy in Retreat
◼

◼

◼

13th consecutive
year of decline in
global freedom.
Reversal has
spanned a variety
of countries in
every region.
Pattern of losses is
consistent and
ominous.
https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/Feb2019_FH_FITW_2019_Report
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Back to Dictators: What role do individuals
play in history vs. broader structural forces in
their environment?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Russia’s Vladimir Putin: Dreams of restoring imperial grandeur,
and rules of old tsarist doctrine of 49th ranking per capita GDP
China’s Xi Jinping: Driven by “Chinese Dream” of restoring
China's lost national greatness; becoming more powerful than Mao
Turkey’s Recep Erdogan: Fiery Islamist turned populist
authoritarian, most powerful since Ataturk – seeking to reestablish
Ottoman Empire. In NATO, aspires to EU but warring on U.S. allies
and buying Russian weapons
Philippine’s Rodrigo Duterte: Shoots people and wants you to
know it, turning from West to China
Hungary’s Viktor Orban: Started as liberal before switching to
populism and authoritarianism (“illiberal democracy”) and is
dismantling democratic institutions
From <https://Profiles of the New Strongmen, By Gideon Rose, Foreign Affairs, September/October
2019www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2019-08-13/autocracy-now>
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Threats to U.S.
Cyber attacks #1
Iran Nukes # 4
Climate #5 but
wide Dem vs. Rep
gap
Dems see Russia
while Reps see
China as biggest
threat
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Climate Change:
What’s at stake?
◼

◼

Will rising Tides Sink the Global Order? “Global warming
will produce national extinctions and international
insurgencies — and change everything you think you know
about foreign policy”
A rush to the Arctic's?
◼ Thick sediment of the Arctic may hold 30% of world’s
undiscovered natural gas, 13% of its oil, valuable iron
deposits and rare earth minerals
◼ Melting ice of the Arctic Ocean could open up shipping
lanes to tap into and exploit these resources .

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Action is costly but
so is inaction!
◼

◼

“Green New Deal ” (GND) would curb
if not eliminate fossil fuel economy
GND has two separate proposals
1.

2.

◼

◼

“ Green” plan - replace energy grid with renewable fuels, a zeroemissions transportation system, and retrofit all U.S . buildings
to become non-carbon energy efficient
“New Deal” welfare plan - extensive federal social programs
including universal health coverage, a federally guaranteed jobs

Costs of GND: $53 to $92 trillion (U.S. GDP now $21.5 tril. All
taxes now $5.4 tril) or $161,000 to $280,000 per capita)
Sparks counter-charge extremes of “socialism” vs “capitalism”
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Green New Deal?

washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2019/11/27/americans-like-greennew-deals-goals-they-reject-paying-trillions-reach-them/

◼
◼

◼

Supported by 626 organizations
MIT Technology Review: without carbon pricing, carbon capture,
hydropower, and nuclear power may be infeasible
Trump tweeted his opposition – “Green New Deal …would … permanently
eliminate all Planes, Cars, Cows, Oil, Gas & the Military – even if no other
country would do the same. Brilliant!"
Source: Green New Deal, From Wikipedia
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Consequences for conduct of
foreign relations
◼

◼

◼

But “ politics as usual ” when economic national interests line
up against UN warnings about climate, the global order usually
loses to shorter - term political - economic imperatives .
In 2019, UN Secretary cast his vote by opening a “Climate
Action Summit ” to declare an international climate emergency
Summit proclaimed, “Global emissions are reaching record
levels and show no signs of peaking. The last four years were
the four hottest on record , and winter temperatures in the
Arctic have risen by 3 degrees Celsius since 1990. Sea levels
are rising, coral reefs are dying, and we are starting to see the
life-threatening impact of climate change on health , through
air pollution, heat waves, and risks to food security.”

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Carbon dioxide major Greenhouse Gas
U.S. 15% emissions vs. China’s 30%

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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2015 Paris Agreement

◼

◼

◼

Calls for global temperature target of below 2 degrees
Celsius (3.6 F) warming above preindustrial conditions
U.S. cannot withdraw from accord before Nov. 4, 2020 —
one day after elections
Trend in CO2 increases also mirrors median temperature
rise, thus raising question to what degree have human
activities on earth also contributed to rising CO2 and
temperature levels
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Risks of Rising
Sea Level
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Coastal cities (e.g. Miami) increasingly threatened
Without significant reductions in global greenhouse gas
emissions and expensive regional adaptation measures, many
coastal regions will be transformed by end 21st century
Many communities are expected to suffer financial impacts as
chronic high-tide flooding leads to higher costs and lower
property values
145 million people live 3 feet or less above current sea level.
As waters rise, millions will be displaced, many in poor
countries
Will create climate refugees far exceeding recent European
refugee crisis
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Regions at
Risk of
Rising Sea
Level
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Global warming or
climate change?

◼

◼

◼

◼

Most use terms global warming and climate change
interchangeably, but Scientists prefer climate change
Global warming means the increase in earth’s average
temperature due to rising levels of greenhouse gases
Climate change refers to a long-term change in climate
and includes global warming and everything else that
affects climate due to increase of greenhouse gases such
as droughts, hurricanes, and floods
Climate is long-term pattern, whereas weather is day-today variations
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Our “carbon footprint” has
become much heavier

◼

◼

Concentration of carbon dioxide in the air today — a little over
400 parts per million — is higher than at any other point in past
Indifference if not denial reigns:
◼

◼

“ We have evolved to defend ourselves from a guy with a knife or
an animal with big teeth , but we are not wired to make decisions
about barely perceptible threats that gradually accelerate over
time.
We’re not so different from the proverbial frog that boils to death
in a pot of slowly warming water . ”

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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What is “Carbon
Footprint’?

◼

◼

◼

Total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions expressed as
carbon dioxide equivalent
GHG are emitted through burning of fossil fuels, land
clearance, and production and consumption of food,
manufactured goods, roads, buildings, transportation …
Most household emissions are from "indirect" sources, e.g.
fuel burned to produce goods purchased vs. from “direct”
sources of burning fuel directly in one's car or home
21

Ways to reduce
personal
carbon
footprint – not
always easy,
cheap or
popular!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_footprint
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Paris Agreement of 2015
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

195 countries pledged to keep global temperature rise
below 2 degrees C (3.6 F) - and if possible, below 1.5 C
(2.7 F)
All agreed to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions to
net zero as soon as possible in second half of 21st century
U.S. pledged to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions
by 27% below 2005 levels by 2025, but Trump announced
U.S. plans to withdraw
China pledged to peak its CO2 emissions by 2030
Developed countries to provide $100 billion in climate
finance by 2020 – Obama pledged $3 bil and gave $1 bil;
Trump none
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Economic & political
importance of coal, oil & gas
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Hillary’s biggest regret involved saying she would “put coal
miners out of business”
Fossil energy supports 10.3 million jobs and contributes $1.3
trillion to the U.S. economy
Fracking: 95 % of natural gas wells drilled will require it
In 2016, of top 12 state producers of coal, oil, and natural
gas, Donald Trump won 75 %
92% of fuel for vehicles from fossil fuels
Auto industry creates 9.9 million jobs - 5.1 % of employment
Foreign policy against certain bad actors that produce oil
such as Venezuela and Iran boost U.S. domestic energy
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Does it take War to change Global Policy?

◼

◼

◼

◼

Most global orders emerged from aftermath of past
catastrophic wars — not the possibility of catastrophic
climate change that might occur 12–30 years in future
Shouldn’t be surprised that nations to view issues of
climate change from their respective national interests
Preventing future effects of global climate change requires
new thinking
Compromises will need to occur between extreme views of
climate doomsday and environmental ignorance

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Can We Compromise on
Climate Change Policy?
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

No one proposal or country can will reduce emissions fast
enough
Will take both political and technological solutions
“Smart cities” – cities could use electronics to collect data
and then manage assets and resources more efficiently
U.S. only represents 4.3 % of world population and emits
15% of global greenhouse gases
China and India have 37 % of the global population
China emits more carbon dioxide than U.S . and Europe
combined
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Two-thirds Democrats & World see
climate change as top priority or threat

Source:pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/04/18/
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Solutions will require incentives for global
cooperation

◼

◼

Since 1988, over 50% global industrial greenhouse gases
can be traced to just 25 corporate and state producers
Requires working with — not just damning — the largest
international corporate and state emitters to innovate
ways to reduce the effects of climate change
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Market - Based
Approach

◼

◼

Carbon tax strategy - putting a price on carbon emissions and
spurring businesses to find cost - effective ways to reduce
those emissions
Market-based fixes may work in some countries, but on a
global scale proves problematic – e.g. energy prices subsidized
in many countries and prices very politically sensitive

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Impact of a $25 per ton carbon tax on
wholesale energy prices
◼
◼
◼
◼

Petroleum: +11%
Coal:
+134%
Natural gas: +30%
Electricity: +31%

Carbon tax: Levied on carbon
dioxide equivalent on fuels or
any greenhouse gas emitted.
In 2018 used by 27 countries.

Source: William Nordhaus, The Climate Casino – Risk, Uncertainty, and Economics for a Warming World, Yale, 2013, table 8,
page 229 and Carbon Tax from Wikipedia
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Technological Approach
(e.g. Nuclear energy)

◼

◼
◼

Terrapower, a fourth - generation reactor company cofounded by Bill Gates, aims to fix both safety and
proliferation worries
China will have first Terrapower reactor by 2025
Thorium reactors convert thorium to uranium-233 which
lasts eight years and cannot melt down

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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The Top - Down
Approach

◼

◼

◼

◼

In 2019, UN adopted a 10-year Climate Action Plan aimed at a
45% reduction in greenhouse gases and sourcing 80% of
electricity from renewable energy sources by 2030
But the global challenge of rising seas is political: “politics don’t
end at the water’s edge”
For most of modern history, protecting peace and security has
dominated the global order’s agenda
Environmental issues requiring gradual lifestyle changes have
been overshadowed by more immediate life and death
imperatives
Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Are we up to it ?
◼

◼

Deciding on who owns the Arctic, on how to adjust to rising
seas, and developing new approaches and technologies to cope
with climate change will require compromises both at home
and abroad
Do we have the courage to work together and compromise on
a foreign policy issue that treats the environment as seriously
as a collective security agreement ?

Notes on Topic #1, “Climate change and the global order” by Ronald J . Bee, Great Decisions 2020
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Discussion questions on climate change
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Do you think that progress on climate change is doomed until a
catastrophe? What climate change events might trigger change?
What are potential international impacts of climate change in absence
of corrective action? What impacts have we experienced already?
Who in U.S. will gain and who will suffer if action is not taken? Who
have an interest in not reducing greenhouse gasses?
Does U.S. participation in Paris Agreement make any difference to
progress on climate change? Does it diminish status of U.S. if we
don’t participate?
What approaches might work best: Regulation, incentive for
renewable energy, adding GHG to environmental impact statements,
taxes on carbon, education, funding of research …
Opportunity for U.S. to develop & sell new technology to deal with
climate change? Should U.S. be funding them?

Next: Jan 22: India and Pakistan rivalry and
effects of Kashmir situation
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Questions to
Contemplate

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Is climate change a priority U.S issue? Global issue?
Should U.S. remain in the Paris Accords?
Does “new green deal” offer a viable option?
Will there be any impacts on us personally in our lifetimes?
Since US and West Europe created the problem, do we have an
obligation to assist the poor countries?

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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What can be done
to prepare for
climate change?
◼

◼

◼

◼

Reasons for rise of sea levels are diverse and complex but
basically due to ice melting off land and expansion of water
when it warms
May have a 1 to 2-meter rise (3 to 6 feet) in sea level - which
would displace hundreds of millions around the world
Still much political debate about climate change and its causes
But increasing scientific evidence suggests climate change is
real, caused by human action, and that the increase in violent
storms and damaging weather is linked to the rise of
temperatures caused by greenhouse gases

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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U.S. responses
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Estimated that U.S. needs an 80% reduction in carbon use by
end of this century
These targets may be very difficult to reach – Nordhaus
suggests it may take a $500-$1,000 per ton of carbon tax per
ton of CO2 to achieve this
Pres. Trump in 2017 withdrew from Paris Climate Accord
because felt it was unfair to U.S. whereas Russia, China and
others got a break
Others charge Trump was more concerned about domestic
politics-especially coal producing states of WV and KY
Still not a consensus that we should rejoin the Paris Accords,
although our withdrawal, will not occur until after this year’s
presidential elections

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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Impacts upon low-lying nations
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Bangladesh is the large nation most vulnerable - millions
may need to move
There also Pacific Islanders that may need to move
Already some low-lying nations have evacuated some of
their islands
People are forced to move before flooding because of
saltwater intrusion into wells and salinization of fields
Small islands particularly affected include Kiribati, Fiji, and
Dominica

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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How to prepare: protect or retreat?

◼

◼

◼

In 1953, a flood in Netherlands flooded 10% of land and
killed thousands - Dutch have spent $50 billion
In valuable cities like New York City or Miami, strategy
may be to protect by building seawalls, etc.
In poor nations and less urbanized areas, best strategy
may be to retreat and indeed even relocate elsewhere

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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Climate change refugees
◼

◼

◼

◼

International law does not provide for climate change
refugees
Refugees now are defined in terms of fleeing from
violence and persecution
The 100s of millions of potential climate change refugees
pose a major challenge - far greater than recent refugee
crisis in Europe that influenced Brexit and the rise of
nationalism
Potent potential impact of climate change could amount to
the trillions of dollars - perhaps 2 to 5% of world output
according to Prof. Nordhaus

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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Be reactive or proactive?
◼

◼

We are better prepared to react to crises than to address longterm problems.
The “new green deal” is being debated in Presidential
Campaign
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

It is more a set of principles than an operational plan
Quite controversial because of its potentially impact upon the
coal, gas and oil industries
It’s argued that it would tax affordable energy into extinction

Green Climate fund at UN - for rich countries to fund poor
countries to increase their green energy
Obama pledged $3 billion and gave $1 billion to the fund, but
Trump administration has not made any further contribution

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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What do the rich countries owe to the
poor countries?
◼

◼

◼

Poor countries say the rich countries exploited cheap and
climate changing energy during their industrialization and
have been the major contributors to climate change.
Thus, since rich countries created the problem, they have
an obligation to utilize their expertise and resources to
assist the poor countries progress and develop green
energy sources
But this is a crisis in slow motion and highly geopolitical:
how much do we want to aid Russia and China develop
their economies?

Notes on Video #1, “Rising Tide - Climate change and the world’s oceans,” Great Decisions 2020
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